remove the bot
from the human

Are robots taking over the world?
Call center agents are often burdened with repetitive, simple tasks that make
them feel a little robotic over the course of a day. Recognizable?

Imagine what it would mean for your organization if 80% of routine questions
could be answered by a chatbot. Think about what that would mean for your
agents. They’d have more time to give customers the attention they deserve.

Remove the bot from the agent by automating simple tasks. This will let agents
focus on other, more challenging tasks, ultimately making their days less
repetitive and more interesting.

Research shows that customers are more likely to recommend your company to
other people if their questions are answered first time right. It’s also more likely
that they will stay a customer for a longer period of time. This means it is worth
the effort to investigate how you can distinguish yourself from other companies.

More than 57% of customers are already interested in using a chatbot.

No time to lose, right? How do you remove the bot from the human?

What if the best customer
service agent is not an agent?

‘‘ THE NUMBER OF DIGITAL
INTERACTIONS WITH CUSTOMERS WOULD
GROW BY AT LEAST 40% IN 2021.‘‘
Lack of personal contact during the pandemic made people more
dependent on digital services, a change that is predicted to be long
lasting. In 2020, Ian Jacobs (Predictions 2021, Oktober 2020) predicted
that the number of digital interactions with customers would grow by at
least 40% in 2021.
What if your customer service is so good that your customers never have
any questions? In his book, The Best Service is No Service, Bill Price argues
that customer service only exists because companies make mistakes. If
you know how to prevent mistakes, customers wouldn’t need to contact
customer service.
At TKC digital, we also think it’s desirable to prevent all unnecessary
questions, but sometimes complex situations arise, like when, for
example, customers are emotional. In this situation, a real person can
show his or her understanding. A chatbot or website would never be able
to connect in the same way.
Therefore, we think it’s important to have an empathic customer service
for sensitive or complex topics and an automated customer service
for easy topics. In other words, we believe that the customer service
department can add extra value to the customer journey.
If you remove the robotic customer service tasks from the human, you give
the human time to be more human to their customers. This results in a
better customer experience and a higher customer satisfaction. And this is
exactly what we want.

If you want to remove the bot from the human, you should start by making a
list of the questions your customers ask. Analyze the data and ask employees
how customers phrase the questions, as well as what customers usually want
to know. It is also important to order questions from most frequently to least
frequently asked.
In the analysis you should also identify the questions that could be answered
automatically and the questions that you want to be answered by a service
agent. To choose which questions you want to answer personally and which
questions you want to eliminate or answer via automation, we use two models:
the Value-Irritant Matrix and the Content Priority Matrix.

The Value-Irritant Matrix explains where personal customer
contact adds value
With the Value-Irritant Matrix you can see which questions have the most value
for your customer and for your organization. You can immediately know which
questions you want to handle personally. In the matrix, the horizontal axis
shows the value for the customer, and the vertical axis shows the value for the
organization. Your focus is on the questions that fall in the top right quadrant,
because they have a lot of value for both the customer and the organization.
You want to avoid contacts that have both low customer value and low
organizational value.
If possible you will automate the contacts that do have value for the customer,
but not for the organization. Finally, you want to facilitate contacts that have
little value for customers, but a lot for the organization. Consider, for example,
providing feedback on a product or service. This is an extra effort for the
customer, but very valuable for the company. Try to make this as easy as possible
for the customer by adding this into the customer journey.

Value for the organization

Think from the customer’s point of view
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Irritating for the customer but valuable for
the organization.
e.g. making a form more easy

Valuable for the customer and the
organization.
e.g. reporting death, solve a complex
problem
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Irritable for the customer and the
organization. Solve the problem.
e.g. a communication mistake

Valuable fort he customer, irritable for the
organization. Provide accessible
self-service.
e.g. answer to status questions

Value for the customer

Analyse questions with the Content Priority Matrix
Another model we use is the Content Priority Matrix. By placing the questions in
this matrix, you make it clear which questions are the best to automate first. The
vertical axis of the matrix shows the volume a particular question, or how often
it occurs. The horizontal axis shows complexity, or how difficult it is to answer
this question. You can potentially automate all questions in the “high volume easy to answer” quadrant. By zooming in on this, you can make a targeted step
towards answering these questions automatically. Here, too, you will encounter
questions that you’ll want to avoid. You use the same method to prioritize.
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Prioritize your knowledge
Perfect, personal and memorable service
A personal conversation is the perfect time to answer a question correctly
and to work on the perfect customer experience. These are the moments of
truth that lead to loyal customers. Give your employees (and therefore the
customer) the right support to excel in this. Personal data on the customer is
critical to this support.
Automate
Questions that can be answered automatically are usually the simple
questions that occur in large volumes. Therefore, you should analyze
customer search behavior on your digital channels. What do customers look
for online? What questions do they ask the chatbot or the live agent? Which of
those questions are candidates for automation?
There are different types of technologies on the market that can help you
with making a list of questions. Now is the time to determine which type
of technology is best suited for each type of question. Consider chatbots,
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and intelligent advisors, as well as artificial
intelligence. By using these technologies, you end up wasting less of your
agent’s time. An additional advantage is that bots are able to find the right
information and deliver the right answer without a high probability of error.
Success depends on a detailed analysis that translates into a smart design of
the desired situation. An important tip here is: avoid goal-means confusion.
In other words: a chatbot or AI is not the goal itself, it should facilitate a
successful customer journey.

Eliminate unnecessary questions
Letting customers call for simple and avoidable questions will negatively
affect customer satisfaction, like when, for instance, a customer calls about
an error in a letter, an unclear invoice, inconsistent service content, or a minor
technical problem. Address the cause of these questions as part of your
continuous improvement process. No customer contact can beat that!
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More robots, more humanity!

Join Service Tomorrow

Regardless of your chosen approach, removing the bot from the human creates
space and time for your agents to have personal, meaningful conversations with
your customers. They will take on greater responsibilities and expectations as
they learn to handle more complex issues. During these conversations, your
agents will need support from people, technology, content, and knowledge
management. How you mix these elements together is up to you. You can decide
what’s best both for your brand and for your customers.

Service Tomorrow offers 9 spectacular interactive episodes that are all focused
on the theme: “Remove the bot from the human”. Experts take you into the world
of technology versus people. The following topics are covered:

How to remove the bot from the human?
Taking the robot out of the human isn’t a one-off action, but a continuous effort.
There are always new questioned to be handled. Creating a solid foundation,
where the correct data is accessible, prepares you for this changing service
landscape.
The steps are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Identify the customer questions.
Make sure that your agents are properly equipped to answer customer
questions and that your knowledge management organization provides
support.
Make performance transparent by presenting relevant data points.
Determine which customer questions require a live agent.
Determine which questions can be automated.
Determine which questions can be eliminated and trigger the continuous
improvement process.
Repeat!

Companies that are successful in functional and
emotional bonding have a retention ratio of 80%
compared to 30% for companies that did not.
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Delivering your customer experience across multiple channels
Seamless interaction between chatbots & agents
Knowledge management boring? No way!
Remove the bot from the human
How to talk to strangers in service
Is the best service no service?
Conversational content is king
Be pro-active in service
Data management in service

During these interactive online episodes, we inspire you with topics such as
customer experience, RPA, BOT technology, content, knowledge management,
data and strategic insights. Our goal with this is to inspire you and learn
something that you can work with yourself. So you can get the robot out of your
people too.
All episodes are live, which makes it possible to interact with the experts.
Sign up for Service Tomorrow
If you have any questions, please send an email to meriam@tkcdigital.com

Are you excited to measure how mature your knowledge organization is?
Do the knowledge management check and discover it with our Maturity Model.
Get ready to improve your service!

Need help?

1.

Business consultants /
Knowledge management
consultants:
analyse, strategy and
implementation

2.

Service content consultants/
Conversational dialogue
specialists:

online content creation, content
creation for internal knowledge
bases and chatbots

TKCDIGITAL.COM

3.

Technical consultants:

portal work, designing and
implementing knowledge
technology and chatbots
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